Ollie Winters and Ewan Ferguson for Ents Officers

There once was a Downing pair
Who hated to see despair
And then one day
you heard them say
‘Some ents we should definitely prepare’

Ideas they had for fun and game
To them it wasn’t just for fame
And with your vote
However remote
‘We’re the ents officers’ they can finally exclaim

We both have experience of running events in college as Head Freshers Rep and Secretary of the Maitland Society so we know how to navigate the complicated world of Downing bureaucracy whilst still putting on a good time.

Proposals:
- Hold a Saturday Ent and Silent Disco with a bar extension to create a club atmosphere in the JCR
- Hold a vote at the beginning of each term to select themes for ents
- Co-ordinate ents with other colleges and allow ents tickets to be sold to friends from out of college
- Work with the bar committee to link club tickets sales to ents tickets and create a drinks promotion for each ent
- Use the Garden Party to kick off May Week with a bang
- Work with the head freps to put on a freshers ent to help the freshers integrate with the other years

Proposed by Sophie Fallen Seconded by Fraser Rosser-Smyth

Contact us with questions at ow247@cam.ac.uk or erf34@cam.ac.uk